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The present study examined the transfer of higher-order cognitive strategy training to inhibitory control.
Middle school students enrolled in a comprehension- and reasoning-focused cognitive strategy training
program and passive controls participated. The training program taught students a set of steps for infer-
ring essential gist or themes from materials. Both before and after training or a comparable duration in
the case of the passive controls, participants completed a semantically cued Go/No-Go task that was
designed to assess the effects of depth of semantic processing on response inhibition and components
of event-related potentials (ERP) related to response inhibition. Depth of semantic processing was manip-
ulated by varying the level of semantic categorization required for response selection and inhibition. The
SMART-trained group showed inhibitory control gains and changes in fronto-central P3 ERP amplitudes
on inhibition trials; whereas, the control group did not. The results provide evidence of the transfer of
higher-order cognitive strategy training to inhibitory control and modulation of ERPs associated with
semantically cued inhibitory control. The findings are discussed in terms of implications for cognitive
strategy training, models of cognitive abilities, and education.

Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

Formal education requires balancing teaching subject content
and teaching more general cognitive and learning strategies (Con-
ley, 2008; Dansereau, 1985; Pressley et al., 1990; Rosenshine & Mei-
ster, 1992; Weinstein & Mayer, 1986, 1991; Weinstein, Ridley, Dahl,
& Weber, 1989). On the one hand, teaching subject content is nec-
essary for students to develop subject knowledge and competence
with subject-specific learning and problem-solving strategies. On
the other hand, teaching general cognitive and learning strategies
is necessary to facilitate student learning and problem-solving in
novel situations, particularly in situations where an expert is not
immediately available. Teaching higher-order cognitive strategies
aimed at improving reasoning, problem-solving, and comprehend-
ing, however, also has the potential to exercise and improve sup-
porting core executive processes. As a test of this broader
hypothesis that higher-order cognitive strategy training can im-
prove associated executive processes, the present study examined
the transfer of a higher-order, reasoning-based, cognitive strategy
training program to an untrained measure of inhibitory control.

The Strategic Memory Advanced Reasoning Training (SMART�)
program (Chapman & Gamino, 2008; Gamino, Chapman, Hull, &
Lyon, 2010) was used as the higher-order cognitive strategy train-
ing program in the present study. SMART is a general cognitive
strategy program that teaches a hierarchical sequence of steps de-
signed to facilitate inferring essential gist from materials. The find-
ings from a randomized control study have provided validation for
SMART as a method for improving the ability to infer essential gist
from materials (Gamino et al., 2010). In that study, middle-school
students were randomly assigned to either receive SMART, mne-
monic training, or lectures about the teen brain. The analysis of
summaries written before and after the training showed that the
SMART group, but not the other two control groups, made signifi-
cant gains in inferring overall messages from texts and inferring
connections between overall messages and more general world
knowledge. The efficacy of SMART for improving the ability to infer
the essential gist from materials also has been shown in healthy
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elderly adults (Anand et al., 2011) and adults who had suffered
traumatic brain injuries (Vas, Chapman, Cook, Elliott, & Keebler,
2011).

SMART steps and activities were developed based on models of
comprehension and reasoning and were designed to foster the use
of comprehension and reasoning processes to facilitate inferring
essential gist from studied materials. SMART consists of seven hier-
archical steps: (1) identifying and deleting irrelevant information,
(2) organizing the remaining relevant information, (3) inferring un-
stated meanings from the organized information, (4) paraphrasing,
(5) synthesizing important information, (6) inferring an overall
message or messages, and (7) inferring analogous relationships be-
tween the newly inferred message(s) and general world knowledge
(e.g., adages, themes, morals). From models of comprehension,
these steps were designed to foster the use of processes mediating
the transformation of studied materials into more global, abstract
representations forming a topic (Brown & Day, 1983; Kintsch &
van Dijk, 1978; van Dijk, 1977), including suppressing topic-irrele-
vant information, substituting superordinate representations (e.g.,
substituting gardening for weeding, mowing, and trimming), and
inserting inferred global facts (e.g., inferring that tools were used
in gardening). From models of reasoning, the steps were designed
to foster the use of processes mediating inferring relationships be-
tween parts of studied materials, including identifying attributes
and inferring and comparing relationships between attributes
(Green & Kluever, 1991; Pellegrino & Glaser, 1979; Sternberg &
Gardner, 1983; van der Ven & Ellis, 2000). Furthermore, the steps
were designed to foster the use of more cognitively demanding
inductive inferencing or making assertions about relationships be-
tween information not explicitly present in the studied materials
(Klauer & Phye, 2008).

The present study explored the effects of SMART on inhibitory
control, an executive process that should be recruited and exer-
cised during SMART but that was not directly addressed by the
training. Inhibitory control has been proposed to affect a range of
higher-order cognitive processes (Dempster, 1991; Dempster &
Corkill, 1999). In comprehension, inhibitory control mechanisms
have been said to eliminate or suppress extraneous encoded infor-
mation and retrieved inappropriate meanings and inferences (Cain,
2006; Chiappe, Siegel, & Hasher, 2000; De Beni & Palladino, 2000;
Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991; Gernsbacher & Robertson, 1995; Just &
Carpenter, 1992; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Pimperton & Nation,
2010). Additionally, in reasoning, inhibitory control mechanisms
have been proposed to also eliminate or suppress extraneous en-
coded information (Viskontas, Morrison, Holyoak, Hummel, &
Knowlton, 2004) and to eliminate or suppress retrieved strategies,
beliefs, examples, memories, and prepotent responses deemed
inaccurate (De Neys & Everaerts, 2008; De Neys, Schaeken, &
d’Ydewalle, 2005; Handley, Capon, Beveriddge, Dennis, & Evans,
2004; Houdé, 2000; Houdé et al., 2000; Moutier, Angeard, & Houde,
2002; Moutier & Houdé, 2003; Robin & Holyoak, 1995). Thus, by
engaging comprehension and reasoning processes while working
through SMART, students also should engage and exercise inhibi-
tory control mechanisms.

Inhibitory control in the present study was measured using a
Go/No-Go task (e.g., Luria, 1959; Simpson & Riggs, 2006). Go/No-
Go tasks involve building preparatory or anticipatory cognitive
and motor responses through frequent and temporally regular pre-
sentations of stimuli to which participants are to respond and then
involve the attenuation, circumvention, or some kind of ‘‘control’’
of these prepotent responses when shown a less frequently pre-
sented No-Go stimulus (Simpson & Riggs, 2006). Thus, the propor-
tion of correct rejections on No-Go trials serves as an index of
inhibitory control, and the proportion of correct rejections has
been shown to provide a reliable and relatively pure index of inhib-
itory control (Perner, Lang, & Kloo, 2002; Simpson & Riggs, 2006).
Research suggests that a general inhibitory control mechanism
mediates correct rejections on Go/No-Go tasks (Brocki & Bohlin,
2004; Friedman & Miyake, 2004; Miyake et al., 2000; but see Eagle,
Bari, & Robbins, 2008; Kramer, Humphrey, Larish, Logan, & Strayer,
1994; Shilling, Chetwynd, & Rabbitt, 2002). Inhibitory control often
has been operationalized using motor control measures like
stopping a planned or prepotent response (Barkley, 1997; Bedard
et al., 2002; Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Eagle et al., 2008; Rubia et al.,
2001; Schachar et al., 2007; Verbruggen & Logan, 2008, 2009;
Williams, Ponesse, Schachar, Logan, & Tannock, 1999). However,
latent variable analyses have provided convergent and discrimi-
nant evidence for the presence of a general inhibitory control
mechanism (Brocki & Bohlin, 2004; Friedman & Miyake, 2004;
Friedman et al., 2006; Miyake et al., 2000). Latent variable analyses
have revealed correlations between a range of measures of re-
sponse inhibition (i.e., stopping planned, prepotent, or automatic
motor responses) and of distractor interference (i.e., avoiding the
influence of irrelevant distractors), providing convergent evidence
for a common inhibitory control mechanism. Latent variable anal-
yses also have shown distinctions in the associations between
measures of inhibitory control and prospective memory interfer-
ence, providing discriminant evidence for involvement of an
inhibitory control mechanism in response inhibition and distractor
interference but not resistance to memory intrusions (Friedman &
Miyake, 2004).

The Go/No-Go task used in the present study also allowed for
the examination of the effects of SMART on semantically cued
inhibitory control (Brier et al., 2010; Maguire, White, & Brier,
2011; Maguire et al., 2009). Research on semantically cued inhibi-
tory control has shown the sensitivity of fronto-central (Fz) EEG
markers of response inhibition to requirements of deeper semantic
processing (Brier et al., 2010; Maguire et al., 2009). Go/No-Go
tasks, in general, have been found to elicit changes in the N2 and
P3 ERP components, with the N2 occurring approximately 150–
300 ms after the stimulus onset and the P3 occurring approxi-
mately 300–600 ms after the stimulus onset (e.g., Hillman et al.,
2012; Maguire et al., 2009; Simson, Vaughan, & Ritter, 1977). For
both components, greater signal change has been observed on suc-
cessful No-Go trials (i.e., correct rejections) compared to successful
Go trials (e.g., Donkers & van Boxtel, 2004; Maguire et al., 2009).
However, there has been debate over which component, N2 or
P3, over which location actually indexes inhibitory control (Bruin,
Wijers, & van Staveren, 2001; Donkers & van Boxtel, 2004; Falken-
stein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 1999; Kopp, Mattler, Goertz, & Rist,
1996; Smith, Johnstone, & Barry, 2007). Among young adults, both
N2 and P3 inhibitory control effects have been observed over fron-
to-central electrodes (e.g., Donkers & van Boxtel, 2004; Maguire
et al., 2009). However, among young adults, deeper semantic pro-
cessing requirements have been shown to attenuate fronto-central
(Fz) P3 amplitudes and increase P3 peak latencies on No-Go trials
(Maguire et al., 2009). Deeper semantic processing requirements
also have been shown to decrease EEG frontal theta-band power
changes and increase frontal theta-band peak latencies on No-Go
trials (Brier et al., 2010).

In addition to showing sensitivity to deeper semantic process-
ing, research on semantically cued inhibition has provided evi-
dence for the sensitivity of P3 to developmental change (Maguire
et al., 2011). A developmental study of groups of children
10–11 years of age and 7–8 years of age showed depth of semantic
processing modulation of the P3 over parieto-central (Pz) elec-
trodes. The 10–11 year old group showed attenuation of the P3
amplitude at Pz on No-Go trials with increases in the depth of
semantic processing requirements, but the younger group showed
increases in the P3 amplitude at Pz on Go trials with increases in
the depth of semantic processing requirements. These results
suggest that there is a shift in the modulatory effect of deeper
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semantic processing on P3 at Pz as children develop from middle to
late childhood. Then when compared with the results from young
adults (Maguire et al., 2009), there appears to be another shift
toward fronto-central mediated semantically cued inhibitory
control.

The present study was conducted to evaluate the transfer of
SMART to inhibitory control using the semantically cued Go/
No-Go task (Brier et al., 2010; Maguire et al., 2009, 2011). Partici-
pants in the SMART group were recruited from a pool of students
enrolled in a broader, in-school administration of the SMART pro-
gram (see Fig. 1). Thus, importantly, the training was provided in
normal school classrooms during school hours. Providing the
Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating participant and data
training in a relevant educational context, rather than a lab setting,
increased ecological validity of the study. Ecological validity has
been an oft-raised issue regarding generalization of cognitive, cog-
nitive neuroscience, and in particular, cognitive training findings to
relevant educational contexts (e.g., Varma, McCandliss, & Sch-
wartz, 2008). A pre-post, quasi-experimental design, including a
historical control group, was used (Campbell & Stanley, 1966).
The semantically cued Go/No-Go task allowed for the assessment
of the transfer of SMART to inhibitory control, the specificity of
the transfer to inhibitory control (i.e., as compared to selection),
and the effect of SMART on the potential modulatory effects of dee-
per semantic processing in inhibitory control.
flow through to the final datasets analyzed.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

2.1.1. Demographics
The data for 26 participants (M = 13.19 years; 16 males; 11

White, 8 Hispanic, 6 African-American, and 1 Native American) in
the SMART group and 30 participants (M = 13.07 years; 14 males;
21 White, 4 Hispanic, and 5 African-American) in the control group
were analyzed. All were right-handed adolescents between 12 and
15 years of age. Full scale IQ scores (based on WAIS Matrix Reason-
ing and Vocabulary tests; Wechsler, 1999) were obtained for both
groups.1 The mean full scale IQ was significantly higher for the con-
trol group (M = 105.57, SEM = 2.40) than the SMART group
(M = 94.16, SEM = 2.36), t(53) = 3.36, p < .001.

This experiment was approved by the Institutional Review
Board for the University of Texas at Dallas, and the experiment
was conducted according to the principles expressed in the Decla-
ration of Helsinki. Informed written assent and consent were ob-
tained from participants and legal guardians, respectively, at the
beginning of the study for participation in the in-school SMART
program. For both SMART and control groups, informed written as-
sent and consent were obtained at the beginning of each session of
the inhibitory control sub-study. For the SMART group, participa-
tion in the inhibitory control sub-study was optional and did not
affect the participation in the in-school SMART program. Partici-
pants received $15.00 in restaurant gift cards for participating in
the in-school SMART program, and participants in the SMART
and control groups each received $40 per session for participating
in the EEG sessions.
2.1.2. Recruitment
Participants in the SMART group were recruited from a larger

pool of students enrolled in a broader, in-school administration
of the SMART program. The in-school training was provided during
normal school hours to students in 11 middle schools in Dallas and
the surrounding area. The administration of SMART to children in
these schools was coordinated through the districts, school admin-
istrators, and teachers. Cumulatively, 1031 students were initially
offered the opportunity to participate in the SMART program being
administered in the 11 schools, and 891 students and their parents
provided written assent and consent, respectively, to participate in
the in-school training (see Fig. 1). The program was provided to all
students enrolled in the classes made available by the district and
school administrators. The schools had diverse SES and ethnicity
demographics (e.g., SES ranged from 6% to 96% of the student pop-
ulation receiving free lunch; ethnicity ranges varied from 61–1%
White, 78–12% Hispanic, 68–4% African American, and 26–0%
Asian).

The students enrolled in the in-school administration of SMART
were recruited to participate in the present inhibitory control sub-
study through open-house meetings with parents and students or
through printed advertisements distributed to students enrolled in
the in-school SMART program. As per agreements with the schools,
participation in the inhibitory control sub-study was open to all
students who had agreed (i.e., provided written informed con-
sent/assent) to participate in the in-school SMART program. Parent
report questionnaires, addressing participant histories of brain in-
jury, learning disabilities, neurodevelopmental disorders, and
placement in special education courses, were used to prescreen
SMART participants for use in the analysis of data reported in this
inhibitory control sub-study. Participants reporting a history of
1 Full-scale IQ for one participant in the SMART group could not be computed
because the participant did not want to complete the Vocabulary test. This
participant’s raw Matrix Reasoning score was 29, falling within the normal range.
,

brain injury, neurodevelopmental disorders, learning disabilities,
or placement in remedial, resource, or special education courses
and participants who were left-handed were allowed to participate
in the inhibitory control sub-study, as per agreements with the
schools. Of the 11 schools, three made the program available only
to students enrolled in resource/remedial classes. However, for the
present analysis, all participants were right-handed adolescents
between 12 and 15 years of age, and they did not report histories
of brain injury, neurodevelopmental disorders, or placement in
remedial, resource, or special education courses.

Participants in the control group in the present study were re-
cruited through printed advertisements distributed within schools,
libraries, and recreation centers in Dallas and the surrounding area.
Forty-seven participants originally volunteered. Of the data ana-
lyzed and reported in the present study, some of the participants
(N = 17) in the control group were recruited during the summer
of 2010, while the data on the SMART group were collected from
the winter of 2010 through the summer of 2011. Some of the par-
ticipants (N = 13) in the control group were recruited from the
same schools as those in the SMART group, and those data were
then collected over the same time period as the students in the
SMART group from those schools. Missing data and data quality
control led to reduction in the number of datasets used for both
groups (see Fig. 1 and descriptions below).

2.2. The SMART Cognitive strategy training program

The SMART program (Gamino et al., 2010) consisted of seven
steps administered to students during normal school hours, in 10
sessions over a one-month period, with 45–50 min per session.
Trained teachers from the University of Texas at Dallas’ Center
for BrainHealth administered SMART to students.

SMART participants were taught six steps to facilitate inferring
the essential gist from materials:

� Step 1: Deleting irrelevant information. Participants engaged in
discussion and activities aimed at learning to distinguish extra-
neous details and repeated information presented in text from
information that is important for understanding a topic (e.g.,
main characters, important facts, and important actions). The
main activities involved deleting words, phrases, and sentences
from short texts that contained repeated information or extra-
neous details.
� Step 2: Organizing important information. Participants engaged

in discussion and activities aimed at learning the value of orga-
nizing important information based on episode changes (e.g.,
topic, event, or activity). The main activities involved develop-
ing episode-based outlines of important information in texts.
� Step 3: Inferring unstated meanings. Participants engaged in

discussion and activities aimed at learning to infer meaning
from texts. The activities progressed from inferring the meaning
of words from context within sentences to inferring unstated
meaning and psychological attributes (e.g., motivation) from
brief paragraphs and essays.
� Step 4: Paraphrasing. Participants engaged in discussion and

activities aimed at learning to restate key information from
texts in more familiar terms while retaining meaning. The activ-
ities progressed from rating the quality of paraphrased versions
of sentences (from verbatim with a few word changes to well
transformed with preserved meaning) to paraphrasing sentences
and evaluating the quality of the paraphrasing.
� Step 5: Synthesizing important information. Participants

engaged in discussion and activities aimed at learning to infer
succinct paraphrasing of episodes of key information from texts.
The initial activities progressed from rating the quality of suc-
cinct, one-sentence paraphrases of brief paragraphs (from too
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terse to concise with preserved meaning and detail) to producing
and self-rating succinct, one-sentence paraphrases of brief para-
graphs. The final activities involved using all of the learned
strategies to produce succinct paraphrases of episodes from
two short texts.
� Steps 6 and 7: Inferring an overall message. Participants

engaged in discussion and activities aimed at learning to infer
an overall lesson from materials, and in particular, to infer a
message that would generalize to other contexts and situations
(i.e., general knowledge like adages, themes, morals, etc.). The
activities progressed from evaluating the quality of provided
lessons inferred from familiar stories (e.g., from Little Red Riding
Hood, a lower-level lesson was ‘‘Red Riding Hood should have
listened to her mom’’, and a higher-level lesson was ‘‘evil is
not a match for those who have good hearts’’) to producing
and self-evaluating lessons from familiar fairy tales. The final
activity involved using all of the learned steps and producing
overall lessons linked to general knowledge for episodes
derived from novel short stories.

2.3. Go/No-Go task materials and apparatus

The Go/No-Go response inhibition task has been used and de-
scribed in previously published research (Brier et al., 2010; Magu-
ire et al., 2009, 2011). The stimuli were black-line drawings from
the Boston Naming Test (Rosenshine & Meister, 1992), the Snod-
grass and Vanderwart standardized set of easily nameable pictures
(Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980), or were drawings by visual artists
that were stylistically consistent with stimuli from the standard-
ized sets (for examples, see Fig. 2). Three stimulus-sets were used
to vary the semantic level of categorization during the task (Collins
& Quillian, 1969; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyesbraem,
1976). For the Single Basic-Level categorization condition, the Go
stimulus was a single car, and the No-Go stimulus was a single
dog. For the Multiple Basic-Level categorization condition, Go stim-
uli consisted of 40 drawings of different cars (e.g., SUVs, trucks,
convertibles) and their left–right mirrored images repeated twice
throughout the run, and No-Go stimuli consisted of 10 different
drawings of dogs (e.g., beagle, great dane, and retriever) and their
left–right mirrored images repeated twice throughout the run. For
the Superordinate-Level categorization condition, Go stimuli con-
Fig. 2. Examples of Go and No-Go stimuli from the stimulus-sets constructed to affect th
rows, with examples of stimuli to which the participants were to respond (i.e., Go stim
sisted of drawings of 40 food items, 40 cars, 20 clothing items,
20 kitchen items, 20 body parts, and 20 tools, and No-Go stimuli
consisted of 40 drawings of animals of varying typicality (e.g. dogs,
spider, worms, lobster, and dolphins). None of the animals used
were drawn in threatening positions. Although some of the ani-
mals might elicit a negative reaction in some small portion of the
general population, the number of such stimuli constituted a small
portion of the animals used (i.e., one spider and one shark). Addi-
tionally, none of the participants reported negative reactions or
problems otherwise with the stimuli, and none of them showed
negative reactions during testing.

The images were shown to participants on a 52 cm LCD moni-
tor. A chair was positioned 90 cm from the monitor so that the
Go and No-Go stimuli subtended approximately 18� of visual an-
gle. A button box was placed on the right arm of the chair, and it
interfaced with the Stim2 (Compumedics, Inc.) software to record
the responses and RTs.

Continuous EEG data were recorded using a Neuroscan Quick-
cap, Neuroscan SynAmps2 amplifier, and Scan 4.5 software (Com-
pumedics, Inc.). The Neuroscan Quickcap was an elastic cap that
contained 64 silver/silver-chloride electrodes, and it was placed
on the participant’s head so that the electrodes were positioned
according to the International 10–20 electrode placement stan-
dard. Blinks and eye movements were monitored via two elec-
trodes, one mounted above the left eyebrow and one below the
left eye. The edge of the front of the cap was three to five cm supe-
rior to the nasion. The online reference electrode was located near
the vertex, and the APZ electrode served as the ground electrode.
The impedance for each electrode was adjusted to less than
10 kX at the beginning of each run, and the EEG data were sampled
at a rate of 1000 Hz.
2.4. Go/No-Go task procedure

For each categorization condition, there were 200 trials, consist-
ing of 160 (80%) Go trials and 40 No-Go trials. Participants were in-
structed ‘‘to press the response button for a car (all cars/all objects)
but not to press the button for a dog (any dogs/any animals).’’ All
stimuli were presented for 300 ms followed by fixation point (+)
for 1700 ms. Although both fixed and varied intervals have been
used in previous Go/No-Go studies (e.g., Donkers & van Boxtel,
e depth of semantic processing. Examples from the stimulus-sets are shown in the
uli) and were not to respond (i.e., No-Go stimuli) separated into columns.
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2004; Johnstone et al., 2007; Pfefferbaum & Ford, 1988), varying
the ITI has been shown to lead to better performance on No-Go tri-
als, that is, to lead to improvements in inhibitory control on go/no-
go tasks (Ryan, Martin, Denckla, Mostofsky, & Mahone, 2010; Wod-
ka, Simmonds, Mahone, & Mostofsky, 2009), and fixed ITIs have
been shown to increase readiness to respond (Poulton, 1950). Par-
ticipants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as
possible, although responses for a given trial were recorded and
scored up to the onset of the next stimulus. To minimize stimulus
specific effects, six versions of the single basic-level condition were
constructed each with a different Go and No-Go stimulus. To min-
imize stimulus order effects, six different random orders for each
categorization condition were created, and the order in which
the categorization condition stimulus-sets were administered
was counterbalanced across participants. RT was measured from
the onset of a trial stimulus to the response. A time marker for each
stimulus onset and response was recorded in the continuous EEG
data file.

2.4.1. Go/No-Go task behavioral measures
Correct rejection rate for No-Go trials served as the measure of

inhibitory control. However, hit rate for Go trials also allowed for
the evaluation of whether SMART-related inhibitory control gains
were associated with improved discrimination or response strat-
egy shifts. Signal-detection statistics for response sensitivity (d0),
bias (ln(b)), and criterion (c) were calculated for each participant
based on Stanislaw and Todorov (1999). For a Go/No-Go task, sig-
nal detection theory analysis assumes that responding depends on
a cognitive decision index. When the decision index exceeds a re-
sponse criterion during a trial, the participant responds. For the
present study, the sensitivity index, d0, was calculated by subtract-
ing the z-standardized false-alarm rate from the z-standardized hit
rate. The sensitivity index provides an estimate of the difference
between the mean of the signal distribution (i.e., Go stimuli) and
the mean of the noise distribution (i.e., No-Go stimuli). With this
calculation, d0 = 0 indicates no discrimination between the signal
and the noise, and higher values of d0 indicate better discrimina-
tion. Negative d0 values were possible, indicating possible response
confusion, but none were found for the current data. The index of
bias, ln(b), was calculated by subtracting the squared, z-standard-
ized hit rate from the squared, z-standardized false-alarm rate
and dividing by two, yielding the natural logarithm of b for statis-
tical comparisons rather than b proper which is based on a likeli-
hood ratio. With this calculation, ln(b) = 0 indicates no bias,
ln(b) < 0 indicates a Go bias, and ln(b) > 0 indicates a No-Go bias.
The criterion index, c, was calculated by multiplying the average
of the z-standardized hit rate and the z-standardized false-alarm
rate by negative one. With this calculation, c = 0 indicates that
the criterion was at a point where no bias existed (i.e., ln(b) = 0),
c < 0 indicates the criterion was set toward Go, and c > 0 indicates
the criterion was set toward No-Go.

RT on Go trials also allowed for the evaluation of whether
SMART-related gains were specific to response inhibition or re-
sulted from more general gains. Indeed, in latent variable analyses,
Go RT and accuracy have been observed to load on a separate factor
from No-Go accuracy, and different developmental trajectories
have been observed for measures of response inhibition and
response execution (Bedard et al., 2002; Brocki & Bohlin, 2004;
Johnstone et al., 2007). Although No-Go accuracy serves as an in-
dex of inhibitory control, Go accuracy and RT have been considered
measures of general processing speed or arousal (Bedard et al.,
2002; Brocki & Bohlin, 2004). Additionally, RTs per trial allowed
for the calculation of the coefficient of variation (CV), that is, pro-
cessing time variability while controlling for linear relationships
between the mean and standard deviation (Wagenmakers &
Brown, 2007). CV then allowed for the assessment of SMART-
related shifts in the structure of the processes leading to a response
(Segalowitz & Frenkiel-Fishman, 2005) compared to a shift in over-
all processing speed.

2.4.2. Go/No-Go task EEG preprocessing
Data were preprocessed to remove artifacts prior to calculating

ERPs. The data were visually inspected for time-series segments
containing muscle artifacts and for poorly functioning electrodes
and both were excluded from further analyses. Eye movement arti-
facts were removed from the remaining data using a single value
decomposition spatial filtering algorithm designed to preserve
the background EEG data (via Neuroscan, Compumedics, Inc.).
The corrected continuous EEG data were band-pass filtered from
0.15 to 30 Hz and then segmented into 1600 ms epochs, spanning
100 ms before and 1500 ms after the onset of the trial. Next, the
data were re-referenced to the average potential over the entire
head to eliminate the effect of the vertex-located reference elec-
trode used during data acquisition attenuating the signal ampli-
tude of neighboring electrodes. Additionally, to reduce a slight
bias in the electrode-based average reference (Junghöfer, Elbert,
Tucker, & Braun, 1999), spherical splines were fitted to the data
and used to compute a new average for referencing (Ferree,
2006; Perrin, Pernier, Bertrand, & Echallier, 1989). For participants
with fewer than five bad electrodes, the splines also were used to
interpolate the time-series for those electrodes.

2.4.3. Go/No-Go task ERP calculation
ERPs were calculated for each electrode for each of the 12 Time

(Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Super-
ordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) conditions. For each electrode,
each epoch was linearly detrended and then baseline corrected
by subtracting the mean potential (lV) of the prestimulus interval
(�100 ms to 0 ms) from the potential measured at each time point
(Duncan et al., 2009; Woodman, 2010). Epochs with potentials
exceeding ±70 lV, epochs in which incorrect responses were given,
and epochs in which RT exceeded 2.5 SDs from the participant’s
mean RT (i.e., outlier RTs) were excluded from further analyses.
The assessment of epochs with data points exceeding ±70 lV
was done per electrode. A minimum of 8 epochs was required for
each ERP (for the full analysis, Fz epochs Mgo = 99.46, SEMgo = 2.68,
Mno-go = 24.86, SEMno-go = 0.55; and Pz epochs Mgo = 99.04,
SEMgo = 2.66, Mno-go = 24.76, SEMno-go = 0.57), and the data for any
participant not meeting this criterion for any condition were ex-
cluded from further analysis (see Fig. 1). The data were evaluated
for outlier mean potentials across conditions, and the data for
one participant showing a large number of outlier mean potentials
(i.e., for 13 conditions across Fz and Pz N2 and P3 means exceeding
±2.5 SDs from the mean for the sample) were excluded (see Fig. 1).
Most other participants did not have any means exceeding the ±2.5
SDs. Additionally, the data were excluded from further analysis
due to performance for one or more of the Time � Response condi-
tions (i.e., proportion correct 6.50; see Fig. 1). For the remaining
participants (SMART group N = 26; Control group N = 30), ERPs
were calculated by averaging data at corresponding time-points
across the remaining trial epochs for the condition. Based on prior
research on semantically cued inhibitory control (Brier et al., 2010;
Maguire et al., 2009, 2011) and other Go/No-Go tasks (Donkers &
van Boxtel, 2004; Hillman et al., 2012; Simson et al., 1977) and
on visual inspection of the data (see Figs. 5–7), mean amplitude
estimates for each condition were obtained for intervals corre-
sponding to midline frontal (Fz), central (Cz), and parietal (Pz) elec-
trode N2 and P3 components. For each participant, mean
amplitudes for each condition were obtained by averaging over
data points within the intervals of 100–300 ms post-stimulus on-
set for the Fz N2, 300–600 ms post stimulus onset for the Fz P3,
150–250 ms post-stimulus onset for the Cz N2, 250–600 ms
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post-stimulus onset for the Cz P3, 100–200 ms post-stimulus onset
for the Pz N2, and 200–600 ms post stimulus onset for the Pz P3.
3. Results

The primary aim of the study was to evaluate training-related
effects on inhibitory control. Therefore, for all analyses the Group
(SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) and higher order interaction
effects involving Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) are re-
ported below, and in the interest of full reporting, the ANOVA ta-
bles for all main and interaction effects appear in Appendices A
and B. All ANOVAs used Type III sums of squares yielding more
conservative estimates of effects when samples sizes differed,
potentially affecting estimates of the marginal means. Post hoc fol-
low-up tests for significant effects were based upon marginal
means estimated for the data entered for that particular follow-
up test, or cell means in the case of comparisons between just
two conditions, rather than being based on the marginal means
used in the omnibus tests. The means reported in the text are for
the means used in the specific follow-up test, and the reported ef-
fect-size estimates for the follow-up tests are also based on the
means used in the follow-up tests. Modest differences were pres-
ent only in cases where the marginal means involved averaging
across the groups (i.e., where the Ns for the cell means differed),
but the patterns of the effects were comparable for the cell and
marginal mean estimates. None of these comparisons, however,
were relevant to evaluating training-related effects.

3.1. Behavioral data analysis

Hit and false alarm rates, signal detection statistics, RT, and CV
were evaluated for training-related effects. For each participant,
the mean RT for the Go response for each Time (Pre; Post) � Cate-
gorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) condition
was calculated after discarding RTs for incorrect responses and
outliers (RTs < �2.5 and RTs > 2.5 SDs from a participant’s mean).
For each participant, the CV for each Time � Categorization condi-
tion was calculated by dividing the participant’s RT SD by the par-
ticipant’s mean RT for that condition.

3.1.1. Hit and false alarm rates
A Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization

(Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go;
No-Go) mixed-model ANOVA was used to examine the mean hit
and correct rejection rates (i.e., Go and No-Go accuracy, respec-
tively) for evidence of training-related changes (see Fig. 3). The AN-
OVA yielded a significant Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre;
Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) interaction, F(1,54) = 8.74,
p = .005, partial g2 = 0.139. The training-related Group (SMART;
Control) � Time (Pre; Post) and the other higher-order interactions
involving Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) effects were
not statistically significant (see Appendix A Table A1).

Interaction follow-up tests for the Group (SMART; Con-
trol) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) interaction re-
vealed differences in the pretest to post-test changes in correct
rejection rate for the SMART and control groups, but the follow-
up tests did not reveal group differences in the changes in the hit
rate. The interaction follow-up tests showed a significant Time
(Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) interaction for the SMART
group, F(1,25) = 6.285, p = .019, partial g2 = 0.201, but not for the
control group, F(1,29) = 2.15, p = n.s., partial g2 = 0.069. For the
SMART group, the correct rejection rate significantly increased
from pretest (M = 0.730, SEM = 0.026) to post-test (M = 0.787,
SEM = 0.027), F(1,25) = 6.28, p=.019, partial g2 = 0.201, but the hit
rate did not significantly differ from pretest (M = 0.900,
SEM = 0.013) to post-test (M = 0.853, SEM = 0.026), F(1,25) = 3.71,
p = n.s., partial g2 = 0.129. Thus, participation in SMART led to im-
proved inhibitory control evidenced by a specific reduction in com-
mission errors or inhibition failures, with the SMART group
showing greater success in withholding responses on No-Go trials
following training without showing increased omission errors on
Go trials but similar performance improvements not observed in
the control group.

Given the observed IQ differences between the groups, the data
were analyzed using a Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre;
Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordi-
nate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) mixed-model ANCOVA with
full-scale IQ entered as a covariate. The Group (SMART; Con-
trol) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) interaction re-
mained significant even while statistically controlling for
variability in IQ, F(1,52) = 6.60, p = .013, partial g2 = 0.113. The cor-
rect rejection rate gains for the SMART group (adjusted Mpost-

pre = 0.054, SE = 0.023) were significantly greater than those for
the control group (adjusted Mpost-pre = �0.014, SE = 0.020),
F(1,52) = 4.57, p = .037, partial g2 = 0.081.

To control for potential influences of pretest correct rejection
rate, the group differences in correct rejection rate gains also were
analyzed with an ANCOVA with pretest correct rejection rate en-
tered as a covariate. While controlling for pretest correct rejection
rate, the correct rejection rate gains shown by the SMART group
(adjusted Mpost-pre = .050, SE = 0.02) were significantly greater than
those shown by the control group (adjusted Mpost-pre = �0.010,
SE = 0.18), F(1,53) = 4.956, p = .03, partial g2 = 0.086.

An examination of the mean correct rejection rate (i.e., averag-
ing across categorization conditions) revealed that approximately
65% (N = 17) of the participants in the SMART group showed gains
(M = 0.13; Min = 0.03; Max = 0.22). The other participants in the
SMART group did not show change (N = 1) or showed decreases
in the correct rejection rate (N = 8; M = �0.08; Min = �0.25;
Max = �0.02). The majority of the control group (63%), on the other
hand, showed no change (N = 2) or decreases in the correct rejec-
tion rate (N = 17; M = �0.08; Min = �0.17; Max = �0.01), and the
others showed more modest gains (N = 11; M = 0.08; Min = 0.02;
Max = 0.19).
3.1.2. Signal detection statistics
Initially, separate Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre;

Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordi-
nate) mixed-model ANOVAs were used to examine the signal
detection statistics for evidence of training-related changes (see
Fig. 4A–C). The ANOVAs revealed a significant Group (SMART; Con-
trol) � Time (Pre; Post) interaction only for c, F(1,54) = 7.53,
p = .008, partial g2 = 0.122. The training-related Group (SMART;
Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multi-
ple-Basic; Superordinate) interaction effect was not statistically
significant, and the training-related Group (SMART; Con-
trol) � Time (Pre; Post) and Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre;
Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordi-
nate) interaction effects were not statistically significant for d0 or
ln(b) (see Appendix A Tables A2–A4).

Interaction follow-up tests revealed differences in changes in c
from pretest to the post-test for the SMART and control groups (see
Fig. 4C). Interaction follow-up tests showed that c significantly in-
creased from pretest (M = �0.383, SEM = 0.07) to post-test
(M = �0.156, SEM = 0.06) for the SMART group, F(1,25) = 7.39,
p=.012, partial g2 = 0.228, but c did not significantly change from
pretest to post-test for the control group, F(1,29) = 1.05, p = n.s.,
partial g2 = 0.035. Thus, SMART also associated produced a shift
in the decision criterion from a Go bias toward No-Go bias, regard-
less of the depth of processing requirements.



Fig. 3. Mean correct rejection and hit rates as functions of group, time, categorization, and trial-type. Data for the pretest session are shown in gray, and data for the post-test
session are shown in black. Data for the Go trial-types are shown in the upper graphs, and data for the No-Go trial-types are shown in the lower graphs. Data for the SMART
group are shown in the graphs on the left, and data for the control group are shown in the graphs on the right. Bars depict 1 SEM.
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3.1.3. RT and CV
Initially, separate Group (SMART; Control)� Time (Pre;

Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate)
mixed-model ANOVAs were used to examine RT and CV for evidence
of training-related changes (see Fig. 4D and E). However, the training-
related Group (SMART; Control)� Time (Pre; Post) and Group
(SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post)� Categorization (Single-Basic;
Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) interaction effects were not statisti-
cally significant for RT or CV (see Appendix A Tables A5 and A6).

3.2. ERP data analysis

Initial analyses of the Fz, Cz, and Pz effects using separate Group
(SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Ba-
sic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go)
mixed-model ANOVAs yielded significant training-related effects
for P3 at Fz (Fig. 5) but not for N2 at Fz or for either N2 or P3 at
Cz or Pz (Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, and Appendix B, Tables B1–
B6). Therefore, only the training-related effects for P3 at Fz are re-
ported below.

3.2.1. Fz P3
Initially, a Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Catego-

rization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type
(Go; No-Go) mixed-model ANOVA was used to examine the mean
potential changes corresponding to P3 at Fz (see Fig. 5). The 4-way
mixed-model ANOVA yielded a significant a significant Group
(SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go)
interaction, F(1,54) = 4.22, p = .045, partial g2 = 0.073. The train-
ing-related Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) and the
other higher-order interactions involving Group (SMART; Con-
trol) � Time (Pre; Post) were not statistically significant (see
Appendix B, Table B1).

Interaction follow-up tests showed differences in No-Go P3 at Fz
from the pretest to the post-test for the SMART group but not for the
control group (see Fig. 8). There was a significant Time (Pre; Post) � -
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) interaction for the SMART group,
F(1,25) = 11.03, p = .003, partial g2 = 0.306, but not for the control
group, F(1,29) = 1.44, p = n.s., partialg2 = 0.047. For the SMART group,
No-Go P3 amplitude was significantly greater at pretest (M = 1.877,
SEM = 0.704) than at posttest (M = �0.360, SEM = 0.729),
F(1,25) = 6.02, p = .021, partialg2 = 0.194. However, Go P3 amplitude
did not significantly differ from pretest (M = �0.593, SEM = 0.433) to
posttest (M = �0.847, SEM = 0.412), F(1,25) < 1.00, p = n.s., partial g2

= 0.010. Thus, SMART led to attenuation of the P3 inhibitory control
signal not the selection signal, with the SMART group showing a
reduction in the No-Go P3 amplitude, but not the Go P3 amplitude
and the control group not showing comparable reductions.
4. Discussion

4.1. Training-related inhibitory control gains

The results provided evidence that higher-order cognitive strat-
egy training can lead to increased inhibitory control. Overall, the
group of students who completed the SMART program was more
successful at inhibiting prepotent responses after the training,
regardless of the depth of semantic categorization required, than
the control group. Furthermore, although inhibitory control in-
creased, the group of students who completed the SMART program
showed a decision criterion shift from a criterion biased toward
responding to a more neutral criterion, but the control group did
not show a comparable decision criterion shift. However, the re-
sults did not reveal evidence of the inhibitory control gains being
due to strategy shifts toward refraining from responding, trading
speed for accuracy, or general processing speed gains (i.e., were
not accompanied by response bias shifts or slower RTs).

The SMART-related inhibitory control gains on the untrained Go/
No-Go task support a model in which engaging in comprehension
and inductive reasoning activities leads to the recruitment, exercise,
and subsequent improvement of supporting domain-general inhib-



Fig. 4. Mean (A) sensitivity (d0), (B) bias (lnb), (C) decision criterion (c), (D) reaction time, and (E) coefficient of variation as functions of group, time, and categorization. Data
for the pretest session are shown in gray, and data for the post-test session are shown in black. Data for the SMART group are shown on the left, and data for the control group
are shown on the right. Bars depict 1 SEM.
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itory control processes. SMART emphasized the use of sets of com-
prehension and inductive reasoning processes to facilitate inferring
the essential gist or abstracted meanings from materials. In models
of comprehension, inhibitory control processes have been hypothe-
sized to eliminate or suppress extraneous encoded information and
retrieved inappropriate meanings and inferences (Cain, 2006; Chi-
appe et al., 2000; De Beni & Palladino, 2000; Gernsbacher & Faust,
1991; Gernsbacher & Robertson, 1995; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Kin-
tsch & van Dijk, 1978; Pimperton & Nation, 2010), and similarly, in
models of reasoning, inhibitory control processes have been hypoth-
esized to eliminate or suppress extraneous encoded information and
inaccurate retrieved strategies, beliefs, examples, memories, and



Fig. 5. ERP (lV) at Fz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type. Data for the pretest session are shown in gray, and data for post-test session are shown in
black. Data for the Go trial-types are depicted with dashed lines, and data for the No-Go trial-types are depicted with solid lines. Data for the SMART group are shown on the
left, and data for the control group are shown on the right. Data for the superordinate-level categorization condition are shown in the upper row; data for the multiple basic-
level categorization condition are shown in the center row; and data for the single basic-level categorization condition are shown in the lower row. Vertical black dashed lines
indicate temporal ranges for the N2 and P3.
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prepotent responses (De Neys & Everaerts, 2008; De Neys, Schaeken,
& d’Ydewalle, 2005; Handley et al., 2004; Houdé, 2000; Houdé et al.,
2000; Moutier & Houdé, 2003; Moutier et al., 2002; Robin & Holyoak,
1995; Viskontas et al., 2004). The observed transfer of SMART to
inhibitory control then supports the prediction that higher-order
cognitive strategy training aimed at improving reasoning, prob-
lem-solving, and comprehending has the added potential of exercis-
ing supporting inhibitory control processes and provides further
evidence supporting models in which inhibitory control processes
support comprehension and reasoning (Cain, 2006; Chiappe et al.,
2000; De Beni & Palladino, 2000; De Neys, Schaeken, & d’Ydewalle,
2005; Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991; Handley et al., 2004; Houdé,
2000; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Pimperton
& Nation, 2010; Robin & Holyoak, 1995; but see Friedman et al.,
2006).

Although inhibitory control was the primary outcome measure
in the present study, the results also provide support for the broad-
er prediction that higher-order cognitive strategy training aimed at
improving reasoning, problem-solving, and comprehending has
the potential to improve executive function, in general. Executive
function has been defined and operationalized in a host of ways
(see Gilbert & Burgess, 2008; Miyake et al., 2000; Salthouse, Atkin-
son, & Berish, 2003). However, confirmatory factor analysis has
provided evidence that executive function is composed of separa-
ble but interrelated processes (Miyake et al., 2000). Separable but
correlated factors for inhibition, mental set shifting, and informa-
tion updating and monitoring have been reliably observed in stud-
ies on young adults and children (Bull & Scerif, 2001; Friedman
et al., 2006, 2008; Miyake et al., 2000). Thus, on the one hand,
the observed gains in inhibitory control in the present study could
be indicative of broader gains in a range of executive processes. In
fact, previous research on SMART with elderly adults and adults
who had experienced traumatic brain injury showed transfer of
training to working memory, cognitive switching, verbal fluency,
and reasoning processes (Anand et al., 2011; Vas et al., 2011),
and research with elderly adults also has shown transfer of



Fig. 6. ERP (lV) at Cz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type. Data for the pretest session are shown in gray, and data for post-test session are shown in
black. Data for the Go trial-types are depicted with dashed lines, and data for the No-Go trial-types are depicted with solid lines. Data for the SMART group are shown on the
left, and data for the control group are shown on the right. Data for the superordinate-level categorization condition are shown in the upper row; data for the multiple basic-
level categorization condition are shown in the center row; and data for the single basic-level categorization condition are shown in the lower row. Vertical black dashed lines
indicate temporal ranges for the N2 and P3.
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strategy-based video game training to working memory, cognitive
switching, and reasoning processes (Basak, Boot, Voss, & Kramer,
2008). On the other hand, the observed gains in inhibitory control
could have resulted from exercising integrated executive pro-
cesses. Studies on working memory and executive function train-
ing have shown transfer of the training both to more distally
related tasks and to higher-order tasks when working memory
training involved exercising executive processes (see Morrison &
Chein, 2011) and when executive function training involved vari-
ability in the scheduling of the recruitment of executive processes
during training (Craik et al., 2007; Kramer, Hahn, & Gopher, 1999).

4.2. Training-related electrophysiological changes

When considered in the context of previously published results
on the effects of deeper semantic processing on inhibitory control
(Brier et al., 2010; Maguire et al., 2009), the present results suggest
that SMART-related inhibitory controls gains might be due to a
generalized engagement in deeper semantic processing. Given that
increased depth of semantic processing leads to reductions in fron-
to-central P3 amplitude and theta-band power and increases in
fronto-central P3 peak latency and theta-band power on No-Go
trails (Brier et al., 2010; Maguire et al., 2009), the P3 results from
the present study suggest a generalization of the influences of
training-related deeper semantic processing to conditions typically
requiring only shallower feature-oriented processing. SMART-re-
lated reductions in the inhibition-related fronto-central P3 ob-
served in the single basic-level or shallowest semantic processing
condition and SMART-related increases in inhibitory control (i.e.,
increases in correct rejection rates) were observed. Thus, the pres-
ent results support the transfer of comprehension/reasoning train-
ing to inhibitory control, and the P3 effects suggest the enhanced
inhibitory control is related to a generalized engagement in deeper
semantic processing.



Fig. 7. ERP (lV) at Pz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type. Data for the pretest session are shown in gray, and data for post-test session are shown in
black. Data for the Go trial-types are depicted with dashed lines, and data for the No-Go trial-types are depicted with solid lines. Data for the SMART group are shown on the
left, and data for the control group are shown on the right. Data for the superordinate-level categorization condition are shown in the upper row; data for the multiple basic-
level categorization condition are shown in the center row; and data for the single basic-level categorization condition are shown in the lower row. Vertical black dashed lines
indicate temporal ranges for the N2 and P3.
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Although previous Go/No-Go inhibitory control studies have
examined and observed inhibition-related P3 effects at Fz and
averages over fronto-central electrodes (e.g., Donkers & van Boxtel,
2004; Hillman et al., 2012), questions have been raised about pro-
cesses indexed by N2 and P3 across electrode cites. Greater P3
amplitude at Fz has been observed for No-Go trials compared to
Go trials in several studies (e.g., Bruin & Wijers, 2002; Maguire
et al., 2009; Nakata, Sakamoto, & Kakigi, 2010; Nakata et al.,
2004). Additionally, EEG source localization analyses have sug-
gested anterior-posterior distinctions between No-Go and Go sig-
nal generators, with No-Go generators having a more anterior
localization (Bokura, Yamaguchi, & Kobayashi, 2001); MEG find-
ings have suggested localization of inhibitory control signals to
fronto-central regions (Sasaki, Gemba, Nambu, & Matsuzaki,
1993); and cortical recordings in monkeys have shown No-Go spe-
cific (i.e., versus Go) potentials generated in frontal cortices (Gem-
ba, 1993; Gemba & Sasaki, 1990; Sasaki, Gemba, & Tsujimoto,
1989). However, P3 amplitude also has been observed to be greater
for ‘oddball’ trials in oddball-type paradigms (e.g., Duncan-Johnson
& Donchin, 1977; Polich & Bondurant, 1997; Polich, Ellerson, & Co-
hen, 1996), suggesting that P3 amplitude might index deviance- or
novelty-related processes versus inhibitory control processes in
Go/No-Go paradigms. Indeed, even in Go/No-Go paradigms, P3
amplitude at Fz, Cz, and Pz (and N2; Bruin & Wijers, 2002) has been
observed to vary with the proportion of No-Go to Go trials, with P3
amplitude inversely related to the proportion of trial-types regard-
less of whether the lower proportion trial-type is the Go or No-Go
trials (Banquet, Renault, & Lesevre, 1981; Bruin & Wijers, 2002; Ei-
mer, 1993; Pfefferbaum & Ford, 1988). Thus, greater P3 amplitudes
observed for No-Go trials relative to Go trials might index devi-
ance- or novelty-related processing (i.e., processing less frequently
presented stimuli) rather than inhibitory control processes, per se,



Fig. 8. Mean P3 signal change (lV) at Fz as a function of group, time, and trial-type.
P3 signal-change was calculated by averaging the signal from 300 ms to 600 ms
post-stimulus onset. Data for the pretest session are shown in gray bars, and data
for the post-test session are shown in black bars. Data for the Go trial-types are
shown on the left, and data for the No-Go trial-types are shown on the right. Data
for the SMART group are shown in the upper graph, and data for the control group
are shown in the lower graph. Bars depict 1 SEM.
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because of the differences in the proportion of Go to No-Go trials
used in typical studies.

However, evidence from multi-Go/No-Go (Donkers & van Box-
tel, 2004) and cued Go/No-Go (Randall & Smith, 2011; Smith,
2011; Smith et al., 2007) studies provides support that fronto-cen-
tral P3 on No-Go trials indexes inhibitory control processes. In a
multi-Go/No-Go study, Donkers and van Boxtel (2004) had partic-
ipants work through a Go/No-Go task and a Go/GO task, in which
GO trials required a more forceful response than on Go trials. P3
amplitude was greater on No-Go trials than on go trials over Fz
and Cz; P3 amplitude was greater on GO trials than on Go trials
over Fz, Cz, and Pz; and P3 amplitude was greater on No-Go trials
than on GO trials over Fz, Cz, and Pz. Thus, the findings suggest that
the P3 component is affected by response switching (i.e., Go versus
GO) and response inhibition (i.e., Go versus No-Go and GO versus
No-Go).

Findings from the cued Go/No-Go studies have provided further
evidence that the fronto-central P3 component on No-Go trials in-
dexes inhibitory control-related processing (Randall & Smith,
2011; Smith, 2011; Smith et al., 2007). For example, Smith
(2011) systematically varied cue symbol (No-Go, Go Left, and Go
Right) and target symbol pairings. Manipulation of the cue-target
pairings allowed for examining N2 and P3 amplitudes when (1)
target responses were expected (i.e., No-Go, Go Left, or Go Right
cues were followed by corresponding targets on 60% of the trials);
(2) target responses were expected but the target symbol was
unexpected (i.e., No-Go cue paired with a less frequently presented
alternate No-Go target, or a Go Left or Right cue paired with a less
frequently presented alternate Go Left or Right target); (3) the tar-
get response was switched from the cued response (i.e., Go Left
preceded by a Go Right cue and vice versa); (4) the target response
was unexpected (i.e., No-Go cue paired with a Go target); and (5) a
cued response had to be inhibited (i.e., Go cue paired with a No-Go
target). For No-Go trials, compared to validly cued No-Go trials and
cued No-Go trials in which the No-Go symbol changed, greater P3
amplitudes were observed across Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz and Pz electrodes
for trials requiring the inhibition of a cued response, providing evi-
dence that the greater No-Go P3 amplitude indexes processes
mediating inhibition rather than the processing of low frequency
or novel stimuli. Additionally, for Go trials, greater P3 amplitudes
were observed across the central electrodes when the required re-
sponse did not match the expected response than in all other Go
conditions. This greater amplitude P3 also was said to index the
inhibition of the expected response, because the P3 amplitude
was greater for trials requiring this response switch than trials
requiring a switch to respond after being cued not to respond
(i.e., a No-Go cue followed by a Go target).

4.3. Considerations

As with many cognitive training and educational studies, partic-
ularly those conducted within the context of a school setting, de-
sign issues must be considered when interpreting and evaluating
the results (Morrison & Chein, 2011). On the one hand, the SMART
program was administered within the school classrooms during
normal school hours, thus increasing the ecological validity of
the study (Varma et al., 2008). On the other hand, the present study
was quasi-experimental (Campbell & Stanley, 1966). Participants
were not randomly assigned to the trained and control groups,
both groups were self-selected in that they were enrolled in the
inhibitory control sub-study after responding to recruitment
advertisements, and the control group was a passive, historical
control group. The motivation of the SMART group who partici-
pated in this inhibitory control sub-study might have differed from
those who did not participate, and the motivation of the SMART
group might have differed from the passive control group. How-
ever, the demographic background of the SMART group was di-
verse, coming from a range of academic, family, and ethnic
backgrounds, and in a previous study in which middle school stu-
dents were randomly assigned to SMART or active control groups,
SMART-related cognitive benefits were observed (Gamino et al.,
2010). Although there were IQ and pretest correct rejection rate
differences between the SMART and control groups, the SMART-re-
lated inhibitory control gains were observed after statistically con-
trolling for IQ and pretest correct rejection rate. Furthermore, the
observed changes in the SMART group were specific to the No-Go
condition, where differences across conditions would not be ex-
pected for placebo or other general motivational factors. Finally,
techniques for improving statistical power like prescreening data
for quality and participants for histories of potentially confounding
demographic/health/learning issues limit the generalization of the
present finding. Thus, caution must be exercised when considering
the generalization of the present results, particularly to students
requiring remedial education, but future research might reveal
the benefits of comprehension- and reasoning-based training for
these students as well.

One additional consideration is that SMART could have affected
pre-stimulus anticipatory processes and related electrical potential
changes. If so, baseline correction using the mean potential over
part of the prestimulus interval could have affected the calculation
of the ERPs. The ITI for the present Go/No-Go task was fixed, and
fixed ITIs have been shown to increase anticipatory processing
and readiness to respond (Poulton, 1950). Additionally, the ampli-
tude of the readiness potential (i.e., slow-wave negative potential
change occurring prior to stimulus onsets) has been shown to in-
crease with lower target frequencies and with the number of non-
targets preceding a target (Starr, Sandroni, & Michalewski, 1995).
However, to examine whether SMART affected the pre-stimulus
potentials used in the calculation of the baseline, a Group (SMART;
Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic;



Table A1
ANOVA table examining hit and correct rejection rates as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.010 0.00��

Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.003 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.200 0.004
Group (SMART; Control) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.405 0.007
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.901 0.016
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.438 0.008
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 8.742* 0.139
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.292 0.005
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.347 0.006
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.416 0.026
Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 1.562 0.028
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 5.070* 0.086
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 17.813** 0.248
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 2.314 0.041
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 37.40** 0.409

* p < .05.
** p < .001.
�� Partial g2 < 0.001.

Table A2
ANOVA table examining sensitivity (d0) as a function of group, time, and categorization.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.121 0.002
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.00� 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.289 0.005
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.115 0.002
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.775 0.014
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.716 0.031
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 14.114** 0.207

** p < .001.
� F < 0.001.
�� Partial g2 < 0.001.

Table A3
ANOVA table examining response bias (ln(b)) as a function of group, time, and categorization.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.675 0.012
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 2.260 0.040
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.935 0.017
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.921 0.017
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 1.228 0.022
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.916 0.017
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.545 0.010

Table A4
ANOVA table examining decision criterion (c) as a function of group, time, and categorization.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.023 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 7.530* 0.122
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.844 0.033
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.868 0.016
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 1.948 0.035
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 3.716* 0.064
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 2.946 0.052

* p<.05.
�� Partial g2 < < 0.001.
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Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) mixed-
model ANOVA was used to examine the mean potential changes
corresponding to the baseline (i.e., the�100 ms to 0 ms prestimulus
interval) at Fz, and none of the training-related effects (i.e., Group
[SMART; Control] � Time [Pre; Post] and higher order interaction
effects involving Group [SMART; Control] � Time [Pre; Post]) were
significant, all Fs(1,54) 6 2.52 and Fs(2,108) 6 1.62, ps = n.s. Thus,
there was not any evidence that SMART affected prestimlus baseline
potentials at Fz. Although SMART might affect anticipatory process-
ing, the present Go/No-Go task might not have been amenable to the
detection of such effects. Readiness potentials, in particular, have
been associated with preparing to execute motor responses rather
than preparing to engage cognitive processes (Starr et al., 1995),
with amplitudes being larger when making motor responses to tar-
gets compared to counting targets aloud and being absent when
counting targets silently.



Table A5
ANOVA table examining reaction time as a function of group, time, and categorization.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.747 0.014
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 1.172 0.021
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.128 0.002
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.047 0.001
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 1.256 0.023
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.650 0.030
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 45.979** 0.460

** p < .001.

Table A6
ANOVA table examining the reaction-time variability (CV) as a function of group, time, and categorization.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.105 0.002
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 1.950 0.035
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.401 0.007
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.527 0.010
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 1.472 0.027
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.585 0.011
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 6.418* 0.106

* p < .05.

Table B1
ANOVA table for the N2 potential changes at Fz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.001 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.224 0.004
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.236 0.004
Group (SMART; Control) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 4.456* 0.078
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.190 0.004
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.621 0.029
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 1.094 0.020
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 2.626 0.046
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 3.656 0.063
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.576 0.011
Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 6.690* 0.110
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 2.667 0.047
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.182 0.003
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 1.544 0.028
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.001 0.0��

** p < .001
* p < .05.
�� Partial g2 < 0.001.

Table B2
ANOVA table for the P3 potential changes at Fz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.036 0.001
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.174 0.003
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.938 0.017
Group (SMART; Control) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.760 0.014
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 1.213 0.022
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.381 0.025
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 4.222* 0.073
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.616 0.011
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 7.432* 0.121
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.359 0.025
Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 12.030** 0.182
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.204 0.004
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.403 0.007
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 1.603 0.029
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 17.081** 0.240

* p < .05.
** p < .001.
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Table B3
ANOVA table for the N2 potential changes at Cz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 2.804 0.049
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 1.308 0.024
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.747 0.031
Group (SMART; Control) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.008 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.379 0.007
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.911 0.017
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.018 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.431 0.008
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 14.722** 0.214
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 9.046** 0.143
Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.017 0.0��

Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 1.893 0.034
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 3.562* 0.062
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.979 0.018
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 3.328 0.058

* p < .05.
** p < .001.
�� Partial g2 < 0.001.

Table B4
ANOVA table for the P3 potential changes at Cz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.0� 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.004 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.469 0.009
Group (SMART; Control) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.408 0.007
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.001 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.095 0.020
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.008 0.0��

Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.292 0.005
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 13.898** 0.205
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 7.900* 0.128
Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 1.562 0.028
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 3.643* 0.063
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 30.454** 0.361
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 3.543* 0.062
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 41.043** 0.432

* p < .05.
** p < .001.
� F < 0.001.
�� Partial g2 < 0.001.

Table B5
ANOVA table for the N2 potential changes at Pz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 0.847 0.015
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.028 0.001
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.205 0.004
Group (SMART; Control) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 3.678 0.064
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.712 0.013
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.239 0.004
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.039 0.001
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.924 0.017
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 9.759* 0.153
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 4.671* 0.080
Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 17.164** 0.241
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.454 0.008
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 10.020** 0.157
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 2.631 0.046
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 13.008* 0.194

* p < .05.
** p < .001.
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4.4. Conclusion

Both higher education and the work-place have increasingly de-
manded that students emerge from secondary schools with greater
critical thinking skills (Conley, 2008), creating a challenge for edu-
cators to incorporate domain-general cognitive strategies in their
teaching (Conley, 2008; Pressley et al., 1990; Rosenshine & Meister,
1992). The present results provide evidence that curricula that



Table B6
ANOVA table for the P3 potential changes at Pz as a function of group, time, categorization, and trial-type.

Effect df F Partial g2

Group (SMART; Control) 1,54 1.659 0.030
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 0.350 0.006
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 0.665 0.012
Group (SMART; Control) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.933 0.017
Group (SMART; Control) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.217 0.004
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 1.185 0.021
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 0.440 0.008
Group (SMART; Control) � Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.912 0.017
Time (Pre; Post) 1,54 12.345* 0.186
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 3.902* 0.067
Time (Pre; Post) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 3.788 0.066
Time (Pre; Post) � Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 0.141 0.003
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) 2,108 20.561** 0.276
Categorization (Single-Basic; Multiple-Basic; Superordinate) � Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 2,108 7.096* 0.116
Trial-Type (Go; No-Go) 1,54 74.044** 0.578

* p < .05.
** p < .001.
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include higher-order cognitive strategy training aimed at engaging
students in inductive reasoning or inferencing, even brief training
with subject-specific content, can strengthen supporting inhibitory
control processes. The strengthening of inhibitory control pro-
cesses then has the potential to facilitate learning and problem-
solving across a range of domains (Dempster, 1991; Dempster &
Corkill, 1999). Various forms of reasoning training, in fact, have
been shown to improve performance on broader assessments of
academic achievement and intelligence (Klauer, Willmes, & Phye,
2002; Luria, 1959). The present results suggest that such improve-
ments could be due, at least in part, to strengthening supporting
executive processes.
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